Bringing Together the Best of WebCT and Blackboard

* Please note that the included pictures are of pre-release screenshots and the user interface elements are undergoing final design review which may result in changes.
My WebCT is My Blackboard

Retain that familiar look-and-feel, but benefit from enhancements like drag-and-drop, tab organization, and an unlimited number of modules to choose or create – making learner personalization so much richer.
Use the same course content, but benefit from modern options like drag-and-drop, and inline editing that make course design easier. Plus new standards in accessibility and multiple ways to view information in the course menu make course navigation so much easier.
Continue to deliver content to students via Learning Modules with a familiar experience but benefit from the option of using sequential navigation giving you more power and flexibility over instruction.
Use your existing questions developed over years of experience, but take advantage of 8 new question types, for a total of 17 question types, as well as inline editing – taking development and delivery of assessments to a new level.
Grade Book is Grade Center

With a familiar user interface, manage the task of grading even more efficiently and flexibly in the new Grade Center with inline grading and powerful filtering and reporting.
My Files are My Files

Continue to manage files centrally, but with the Content Management Module you can take advantage of new features including versioning, advanced sharing capabilities, and more.
New in Blackboard 9
Blackboard Release 9 offers the customization you need with 6 themes, 15 color palettes, full access to the CSS and every word on the screen, and flexible design and branding.
The Instructor Dashboard aggregates notifications for newly posted content, items ready for grading, late submissions, and customized alerts about course activities.
SafeAssign teaches students to properly cite their resources as their assignments are submitted and verified against online databases and any materials in the Blackboard community’s global database.
Align Course Content to Standards

Quickly align any course content, tests or test questions to the appropriate standards and hide or show this information to students.
Through our partnership with Wimba, all Blackboard Learn clients can enjoy enterprise instant messaging capabilities designed for education.
Blackboard’s open architecture enables you to provide a central access point, URL and single password for all of your institution's courses including Blackboard, WebCT, ANGEL, Open Source, or homegrown online courses.
Students and teachers need access to Blackboard on-the-go. With Blackboard for iPhone and other mobile devices, they can get information where and when they need it.
15+ Languages

Over 15 translations are provided with multi-byte and right-to-left support, plus unlimited editing, enabling teaching and learning in any language.